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Innovation in Action – CAF Unveils the New FRIGO AUTO-DOSE™ Dispenser 
FrozenSqueegee Buckets Now A Thing of the Past 

Maple Valley, Washington – August 28, 2023 - CAF Outdoor Cleaning, a leader in innovative cleaning 
solutions, today announced the launch of the FRIGO AUTO-DOSE™, a ground-breaking product that 
promises precise dosing of FRIGO™ for ORUS® and efficient squeegee bucket maintenance during the 
cold winter months. 

The FRIGO AUTO-DOSE™ simplifies the process of diluting FRIGO®/ORUS® squeegee bucket 
solutions, eliminating guesswork, and saving time. Just attach a garden hose, set the dial, and dispense. 
Furthermore, it introduces an innovative solution for the cold weather season, preventing frozen 
squeegee buckets and helping sites maintain their functionality and efficiency even during freezing 
temperatures. 

Engineered for user convenience, the FRIGO AUTO-DOSE™ integrates seamlessly with the CAF FRIGO 
App (https://www.mycaf.com/frigo). This offers an intuitive way to track temperature and adjust FRIGO® 
dosages with ease. The product’s advanced technology harnesses the venturi effect, automatically 
drawing the precise amount of FRIGO® required for your selected temperature. This guarantees an 
accurate dilution every single time. 

In addition to its ease of use and efficiency, safety and maintenance have been key considerations in the 
design of the FRIGO AUTO-DOSE™. It comes with a maintenance-free design for the convenience of 
busy convenience stores. After winter, simply disconnect the FRIGO AUTO-DOSE™ from the bucket, 
rinse thoroughly, clean off remaining moisture with a clean towel and store in a dry area. 

CAF Outdoor Cleaning is excited to premiere the FRIGO AUTO-DOSE™ at the upcoming NACS Show in 
Atlanta, Georgia, scheduled for October 3-6, 2023. Attendees will have the chance to see the product 
firsthand and learn more about its benefits. 

"CAF Outdoor Cleaning is committed to providing efficient, safe, and innovative cleaning solutions for our 
customers," said Mike Zahajko, Executive Vice President. "The introduction of the FRIGO AUTO-DOSE™ 
is a testament to that commitment. We look forward to demonstrating its capabilities at the NACS Expo." 

For more details on the FRIGO AUTO-DOSE™, visit https://go.mycaf.com/autodose. CAF provides 
comprehensive support with detailed instructions and videos. Representatives are available to assist with 
any concerns or questions. 
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CAF Outdoor Cleaning is a premier provider of innovative cleaning solutions. We are dedicated to 
designing products that not only make cleaning tasks more manageable but also promote efficiency, 
safety, and cost-effectiveness. In addition to superior cleaning products, CAF also provides training and 
ongoing execution support to over 35,000 sites in North America and Europe. CAF saves retailers time 
and money – improving the customer experience while they fuel and driving inside sales. Simply put, 
clean stores sell more. Visit www.mycaf.com/ for more information as well as full product descriptions. 
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